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War with Russia 2016
the rapid rise in russia s power over the course of the last ten years has been matched by the lack of
diplomacy displayed by its president vladimir putin if we continue to ignore it we remain on a path for
nuclear war and we do so at our own peril former deputy commander of nato general sir richard shirreff
speaks out in this call to arms warning allied powers and the world at large that we risk nuclear conflict if
we fail to confront russia s increasingly hostile actions soon in a detailed step by step explanation that
displays his years of experience in tactical military strategy shirreff lays out the course of action russia
will take predicting an invasion of the baltic states in the near future this critical and chilling look at at
our current geopolitical landscape from a top nato commander is both timely and necessary a must read
for any concerned citizen

War with Russia 2016-09-27
the rapid rise in russia s power over the course of the last ten years has been matched by a stunning lack
of international diplomacy on the part of its president vladimir putin one consequence of this when
combined with europe s rapidly shifting geopolitics is that the west is on a possible path toward nuclear
war former deputy commander of nato general sir richard shirreff speaks out about this very real peril in
this call to arms a novel that is a barely disguised version of the truth in chilling prose it warns allied
powers and the world at large that we risk catastrophic nuclear conflict if we fail to contain russia s
increasingly hostile actions in a detailed plotline that draws upon shirreff s years of experience in tactical
military strategy shirreff lays out the most probable course of action russia will take to expand its
influence predicting that it will begin with an invasion of the baltic states and with gop presidential
candidate donald trump recently declaring that he might not come to the aid of these nato member
nations were he to become president the threat of an all consuming global conflict is clearer than ever
this critical chilling fictional look at our current geopolitical landscape written by a top nato commander is
both timely and necessary a must read for any fan of realistic military thrillers as well as all concerned
citizens

The Human in Command 2012-12-06
this book brings together experienced military leaders and researchers in the human sciences to offer
current operational experience and scientific thought on the issue of military command with the intention
of raising awareness of the uniquely human aspects of military command it includes chapters on the
personal experiences of senior commanders new concepts and treatises on command theory and
empirical findings from experimental studies in the field

Military Requirements for Senior & Master Chief Petty Officer
1972
the recent transformations in the ussr are nowhere more evident than in the soviet military top level
military officers have been relieved of their positions gorbachev has warned of lean times for the military
the symbolic role of the armed forces has been downgraded and the concept of military sufficiency points
to major modifications in soviet force structure contrary to some who see gorbachev as a sir galahad out
to slay the evil military high command dale herspring concludes that the relationship between the
highest soviet political and military leaders is at the moment more symbiotic than conflictual in this first
in depth study of the evolution of civil military relations in the soviet union from 1967 to the present he
shows how the views of senior military officers have varied over time currently even if the members of
the high command do not like all gorbachev s changes they understand the need for them and are
prepared to live with them as herspring looks at the personalities and politics of eight top military figures
he reveals that the most important of them ogarkov was the first senior soviet military officer to
understand the value of working with the political leadership ogarkov believed that the arms control and
dtente processes if carefully managed could enhance the national security of the ussr in gorbachev the
soviet military has found the type of individual that ogarkov was seeking originally published in 1990 the
princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously
out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve
the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover
editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage
found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905
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The Soviet High Command, 1967-1989 2014-07-14
provides a detailed account of the u s army cadet command activities between 1996 and 2006 telling of
the army s expectations of the rotc program and providing an analysis of success and challenges of
recruitment within the 20th century and beyond

History of the U.S. Army Cadet Command 2008
includes 11 charts 1 map and 20 illustrations in combat situations prior to vietnam u s military forces had
an existing command and control structure which could be tailored to accomplish the task at hand in
europe during world war ii general dwight d eisenhower modified the command structures developed for
the north african and mediterranean operations to form supreme headquarters allied expeditionary force
shaef after his departure from bataan in 1942 general douglas macarthur had several months in which to
design the command structure that ultimately contributed to the defeat of the japanese there the
command and control arrangements which ultimately directed a u s military force of over 500 000 men
evolved from a small military assistance mission established in 1950 the military assistance advisory
group s philosophy of assistance rather than command significantly influenced the development of the
organization this monograph describes the development of the u s military command and control
structure in vietnam the focus of the study is primarily on the military assistance command vietnam
macv and the u s army in vietnam usarv the relationships with the joint chiefs of staff jcs commander in
chief pacific cincpac u s army pacific usarpac and other outside agencies are discussed only as their
decisions policies and directives affected macv and operations within south vietnam the air war against
north vietnam and naval operations of the u s seventh fleet were cincpac s responsibilities and are only
mentioned in regard to their impact on macv and the forces under macv this study is not a conventional
military or diplomatic history of the war in vietnam rather it is an analytical appraisal of the command
and control structure

Vietnam Studies - Command and Control 1950-1969
[Illustrated Edition] 2014-08-15
in september 1977 president carter requested that the secretary of defense initiate a searching
organizational review of the national military command structure nmcs he requested an unconstrained
examination of alternatives for making it more effective and efficient in carrying out the national security
mission this report presents and evaluates alternatives responsive to the president s instructions what
emerged from the discussions and studies was a consensus that by and large the system has been
generally adequate to meet our national security needs in peacetime crisis and wartime we did find
however a general perception of some fundamental shortcomings which may make it incapable of
dealing adequately with our future needs the present national military command structure was created
by the national security act of 1947 as amended it has evolved through a series of amendments up to
1958 from a decentralized national military establishment of separate military departments to today s
department of defense dod headed by a secretary of defense with full authority and responsibility for its
operation

Commanders Digest 1973-06-14
a new york times bestseller an epic history of the decline of american military leadership from the
bestselling author of fiasco and churchill and orwell while history has been kind to the american generals
of world war ii marshall eisenhower patton and bradley it has been less kind to the generals of the wars
that followed such as koster franks sanchez and petraeus in the generals thomas e ricks sets out to
explain why that is in chronicling the widening gulf between performance and accountability among the
top brass of the u s military ricks tells the stories of great leaders and suspect ones generals who rose to
the occasion and generals who failed themselves and their soldiers in ricks s hands this story resounds
with larger meaning about the transmission of values about strategic thinking and about the difference
between an organization that learns and one that fails

The National Military Command Structure 1978
a must for those who aspire to follow the profession of arms maj gen george s patton here is a unique
book that emphasizes the attainment of military excellence through reading and field experience written
to help men and women prepare for positions of command in the american armed forces it is a product of
the author s years of discussions with military commanders about their roles as decision makers moral
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standard bearers and energizers of military organizations in his commentary on the problems of the
commander as tactician strategist warrior trainer mentor disciplinarian and moral leader the author
analyzes and recommends both classical and current readings that are available for those who seek an
expanded vision of their potential as commanders this book is designed to raise new challenges to
conventional thinking about the art of military command

The Generals 2012-10-30
wall street journal bestseller usa today bestseller publishers weekly bestseller as seen on tucker carlson
combat decorated marine officer stuart scheller speaks out against the debacle of the afghan pullout as
the culmination of a decades long and still ongoing betrayal of military members by top leadership from
generals to the commander in chief comes to light lieutenant colonel stuart scheller was the perfect
marine battle tested a leader decorated for valor yet when the united states acted like the keystone cops
in a panicked haphazard exit from afghanistan for political reasons scheller spoke out and the generals
lashed out in fact they jailed him to keep him quiet claiming he lost the trust and confidence bestowed
upon him by the marines when the faith and trust is exactly what our generals and even our commander
in chief betrayed by exercising such reckless and derelict policies now scheller is free from the shackles
of the marine corps and can speak his mind and in crisis of command that he does he holds our generals
feet to the fire the same generals who play frivolously with the lives of our service men and women for
political gain the same general who lied to political leaders to further their own agendas and careers
stuart scheller is here to say that the buck stops here accountability starts now it s time to demand
accountability and stand up for our military in this book stuart scheller shows us how

Challenge of Command 2001-10-01
military resilience in a low intensity conflict a comparative study of new directions worldwide by rachel
suissa offers a prognosis for the dilemma of army resilience in the post modern era she clarifies the
concept of military resilience among the challenges of the twenty first century examining how the
military model affects resilience and how those effects are expressed during the management of a given
conflict she investigates the issue through a comparative study of armies and states which have been
involved or are currently involved in low intensity conflicts the countries discussed include france and
algeria great britain and ireland russia and chechnya and israel and the palestinian authority another
challenge that suissa addresses is that of peace coalitions and their organizational resilience she further
discusses the connection between political and military ranks and under which conditions the former
affects the latter military resilience in a low intensity conflict makes the issues associated with resilience
and conflict accessible to both academics and those who might translate its findings into practicable
insights

The Command of the Army 1879
gen helmuth von moltke the chief of the prussian general staff during the franco prussian war defined
auftragstaktik as the actions a subordinate took in the absence of orders that supported the senior
commander s intent the use of mission tactics allowed subordinate commanders like crown prince
frederick karl gen konstantin von alvensleben and gen karl von steinmetz to interpret how best to
achieve the commander s intent based upon their understanding of the tactical situation the prussian use
of decentralized command during the franco prussian war acknowledged the risk inherent in this system
of command despite what modern military theorists often write auftragstaktik and mission command are
not synonymous terms most authors ignore the historical environment that the prussian military
operated in during the franco prussian war this study examines the influence of the prussian concept of
auftragstaktik on the modern us army notion of mission command as defined within the published
doctrine it utilizes archival records and pertinent published histories from the august 1870 battles on the
franco prussian frontier moltke s 1869 instructions for large unit commanders as well as writings from the
1980s to describe the influence of prussian system on the modern concept of mission command

The Secretary of the Army's Senior Review Panel Report on
Sexual Harassment: Without separate title 1997
ar 10 47 10 26 2010 u s army command and control support agency survival ebooks
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Crisis of Command 2022-09-06
crisis in command written in the aftermath of the vietnam war details the mismanagement of the us
army s leadership former soldiers richard a gabriel and paul l savage provide documented evidence that
the military forces of the united states are ill prepared for war having been weakened by officer corps
members who have abandoned honor and integrity to further their individual careers

Military Resilience in Low-Intensity Conflict 2012-06-14
this is a collection of essays written by members of the british commission for military history they
examine key aspects of the experience of us and british armies ranging from the american civil war to
the most recent example of high intensity manoeuvre war to the gulf conflict of 1991

Military Requirements for Senior and Master Chief Petty
Officer 1992
this study documents the history of the workers peasants red army from its origins in the post
revolutionary civil war to the battle for moscow in december 1941 drawing from soviet military histories
specialist monographs red army publications memoirs and documentary collections on soviet military
organization and army party relations erickson emeritus defense studies u or edinburgh considers such
events as the secret collaboration with the reichswehr the military build up in the far east the
tukhachevsky affair stalinist purges and the winter war in finland this edition features a new preface by
the author c book news inc

Auftragstaktik: The Basis For Modern Military Command
2015-11-06
consists of an indepth analysis of the regularization of the party military command relationship in
vietnam since 1975 it examines the system of leaders and analyses the effects of soviet aid and the third
indochina war on the new system finally it examines the rise in the vpa s professionalism and decline in
its party values

U.S. Army Cadet Command 1996
gen helmuth von moltke the chief of the prussian general staff during the franco prussian war defined
auftragstaktik as the actions a subordinate took in the absence of orders that supported the senior
commander s intent the use of mission tactics allowed subordinate commanders like crown prince
frederick karl gen konstantin von alvensleben and gen karl von steinmetz to interpret how best to
achieve the commander s intent based upon their understanding of the tactical situation the prussian use
of decentralized command during the franco prussian war acknowledged the risk inherent in this system
of command despite what modern military theorists often write auftragstaktik and mission command are
not synonymous terms most authors ignore the historical environment that the prussian military
operated in during the franco prussian war this book examines the influence of the prussian concept of
auftragstaktik on the modern us army notion of mission command as defined within the published
doctrine it utilizes archival records and pertinent published histories from the august 1870 battles on the
franco prussian frontier moltke s 1869 instructions for large unit commanders as well as writings from the
1980s to describe the influence of prussian system on the modern concept of mission command

Military Requirements for Senior & Master C.P.O. 1979
an objective and documentary history of the earliest origins and formative years of the workers peasants
red army from the civil war to the initial disasters of the war with germany the great patriotic war
culminating in the battle for moscow in november december 1941

AR 10-47 10/26/2010 U.S. ARMY COMMAND AND CONTROL
SUPPORT AGENCY , Survival Ebooks 1978
many people have asked me over the years how i became a general my response is usually reluctantly
never genuinely believed it might be possible in the first few chapters of this autobiography cooper
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recalls events from his childhood growing up on the farm with his maternal grandparents the next
chapters follow his high school life and finally his entrance into the military follow coopers audacious
encounters from being a training officer to 1st battalion 22d artillery to field artillery staff officer to senior
operations officer to deputy commanding general us army recruiting command taking him across the
united states to vietnam germany and the persian gulf alternating stories about his exciting encounters
in the field his own insights and his experiences that will benefit the readers the reluctant general proves
that what many others may think is a will of the wisp can turn into something real

Crisis in Command 1997
contemporary military geosciences in south africa presents the reader with chapters celebrating the
scope reach and impact of themes researched by military geoscientists the first topics under
investigation ranges from battlefield archaeology and battlefield tourism to military environmental
management and the development of a unique south african spatial decision support system for military
integrated environmental management this is followed by an in depth look at contemporary maritime
factors at play in south africa the book is concluded by an analysis of the issues surrounding military
mobility software and terrain negotiability as well as a comprehensive examination of how geographic
factors influence the distribution of natural radionuclides in a military area

Leadership and Command 1996
this classic guide emphasizes the underlying philosophy behind the many rules regulations and customs
that govern the commander of a navy ship virtually every subject of relevance to command is covered in
a down to earth informal style from assuming command to relations with subordinate officers and the
crew to fleet operations and combat

Annual Command History 2001
this book examines the importance of military ethics in the formulation and conduct of contemporary
military strategy clausewitz s original analysis of war relegated ethics to the side lines in favor of political
realism interpreting the proper use of military power solely to further the political goals of the state
whatever those may be this book demonstrates how such single minded focus no longer suffices to
secure the interest of states for whom the nature of warfare has evolved to favor strategies that hold
combatants themselves to the highest moral and professional standards in their conduct of hostilities
waging war has thus been transformed in a manner that moves beyond clausewitz s original conception
rendering political success wholly dependent upon the cultivation and exercise of discerning moral
judgment by strategists and combatants in the field this book utilizes a number of perspectives and case
studies to demonstrate how ethics now plays a central role in strategy in modern armed conflict this book
will be of much interest to students of just war ethics military strategy and international relations

The Soviet High Command 1989
this book is a revision with greatly expanded inclusion criteria of the 1993 african american generals and
flag officers biographies of over 120 blacks in the united states military it offers detailed career oriented
summaries for men and women who often overcame societal obstacles to become ranking members of
the armed forces persons from all branches are now included army navy air force and marine corps as
well as the national guard and reserves

The Vietnam People's Army 2014-10-17
several contributions in this volume focus on the modern middle east with other articles examining
justifications for war the return of war veterans white nationalists and the activities of the moral majority
maria markantonatou addresses the blurring of distinctions between civilians and combatants udi lebel
investigates how the idf is being changed by the increasing number of religious zionists recruited orlee
hauser argues that the experiences of women in the idf vary depending on their positions and
assignments bruce mcdonald compares the performance of the feder ram and augmented solow models
in accounting for economic growth in iran neema noori examines the interrelationship of war the state
and mobilization in iran molly clever examines the justifications for war employed by both state and non
state actors christina knopf uses relational dialectics to examine us veteran transitions david bugg and
dianne dentice analyze attitudes and perceptions of white nationalists finally aaron davis considers the
rise of the illinois state chapter of the moral majority in the 1980s this volume in the political and military
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sociology series also includes reviews of important new books in civil military relations political science
and military sociology

Auftragstaktik 2013-07-04
considers 85 s 2014

The Soviet High Command: a Military-political History,
1918-1941 2011-09-12
compares the crucial role of arab armies in state building a decade after the 2011 arab uprisings in
tunisia egypt libya yemen and syria

The Reluctant General 1885

The Queen's (King's) regulations and orders for the army.
[With] Amendments 2019-03-31

Contemporary Military Geosciences in South Africa 1982

Command at Sea 1990

Quarterly Review of Military Literature 2019-07-10

Ethics and Military Strategy in the 21st Century 2016-03-31

While You Were Sleeping 2016-04-27

Black American Military Leaders 2017-07-05

Political and Military Sociology 1957

Military Pay 1957

Military Pay 1889

Reports of State Trials 2020-10-29

Military Politics of the Contemporary Arab World
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